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Organization of the Presentation

• Thanks

• Presentation of online assessment: origins and characteristics

• The assessment platform and its possibilities

• Reflections on Teaching, Technology, and Educational Change



Uruguay at a glance…
Population: 3,400,000

750,000 students in basic education.

One cohort of students comprises 47,000 people.

Country with top index of functioning of democratic institutions

Leading educational challenge: Completion of Secondary Education

Assessment: 

Recent creation of INEEd

Participated in PISA 2003,2006,2009,2012,2015 and LLECE 2006, 2013

National Learning Assessment of 6th and SEA.



Two types of assessments

• Assessments of learning
• Conducted at the end of the school year

• Used to determine students’ attainment

• Assessments for learning
• Conducted during the school year

• Used to improve teaching



Other distinctions

• Classroom Assessment
• Conducted to monitor each students’ progress

• Items taught up to that moment are assessed

• System Assessment
• Conducted to provide information on the performance of the education 

system

• Aspects of the school programme are assessed

• Applied in a standardised manner



The place of Online Assessment

Classroom 
Assessment

System 
Assessment

Online 
Educational 
Assessment



• An assessment designed by teachers,

assessment specialists, experts in the

disciplines, and inspectors.

• Assessments that provide results in real time.

• This takes the form of a suite of tests with the

objective of garnering information on certain

relevant dimensions of teaching and learning.

• It is applied using a technological platform,

accessing with any internet-connected

computer.



Necessity
is the mother

of all
Inventions...

what if we take it on board?
MINIMUM CHRONOLOGY
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Digital

The traditional way

Test construction

Printing

Data entry
Processing and analysis

Paper

Application Marking Report



THE NEW WAY

Test construction
Processing and analysis

Digital

Application



There are four elements that are fundamental in considering online

educational assessment as a true leap forward in quality.

1. Educational action as the cornerstone of the task.

2. Dissemination of shared cultural touchstones

3. New information management

4. Providing results in real time.



• It aims to provide information on students’ performance.

• It does not attempt to give students scores or decide on their graduation.

• It promotes reflection between education professionals, with the educational
institution and the axis of improvement because it centres on the teaching-
related discussions that result from the tests.

• It generates environments for local and nationwide discussion regarding an
agreed assessment proposal.

• It includes assessment activities with the potential to build teaching activities.



• It proposes a shared national conceptual touchstone.

• It is structured in accordance with current programmes and directives in

the education system.

• It includes inspectors’, educators’, and assessors’ disciplinary and didactic

outlook.



• Information ‘goes neither up nor down,’ but rather each stakeholder works

with the right information.

• It allows information to be saved from one year to another.

• It uses cloud computing, allowing server demand to be handled flexibly.



Feedback with relevant information To design strategies for timely interventions

for teachers in their own groups

for principals in their educational centres

for inspectors in their jurisdiction

for educational authorities nationwide



http://docentes.sea.edu.uy

http://alumnos.sea.edu.uy

http://directores.sea.edu.uy

http://inspectores.sea.edu.uy



Teacher’s site



The teacher selects 

the test they want 

their students to take 

and monitors the 

application.



The students enter the 

Students’ Site at 

alumnos.sea.edu.uy

2. The system identifies them 

as students of that teacher, 

and begins the test





Once the test has been completed…



Teacher’s site



Results screen

Incorrect

Did no answer

Correct

Item open for 

correction



Summary 

matrix 

(with filters)



horizontal outlook 

individual performance of 

each student in the 

activities proposed

vertical outlook performance of 

the group in each activity



Result of an activity

% correct 

answers

% answers 

by option

justification of 

other 

responses

students who 

answered 

each option



Possible analyses

• General overview of the group: correct and incorrect answers

• Identifying activities answered correctly and incorrectly by the majority of 

the students.

• Filtering activities using criteria (content, competencies, skills, types of 

texts).

• Analysing the characteristics of these activities.

• Focusing on certain specific students.

• GROUP CORRECTION 



Result of an activity



Teacher’s site



Sciences Report Index 2014



Principals’ site



Activity 

profile

Response 

options

Question



Activity results and percentage of 

correct answers by grade

Justifications





Inspectors’ site



Question and 

answer 

options

Activity profile or 

general information

Results



Assessment Area

THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK

Instructions

•BEFORE and DURING the test

•CORRECTION and ANALYSIS Results

•AUTONOMOUS TEST (Make your own test)

www.anep.edu.uy/sea

Book about Online 

Assessment

PDF VERSION



How was it possible to develop the SEA?

• Solid tradition of learning assessment

• Expansion of ICT and the challenge of educational integration

• Innovative team motivated to explore beyond the traditional 
limits of matters tasked to assessment units.

• Learning about the experience.



Some Final Reflections

• Tensions between “measuring well” and “mobilising” to 
improve learning.

• Theory of Change: breaking the isolation of the classroom and 
creating collective capacity amongst teachers.

• Theory of Change: non-punitive accountability (what are we 
going to do to improve performance?)



Some Final Reflections

• Teachers as professionals who make decisions based on 
different forms of information (classwork, homework, online 
assessment, etc.)

• Other effects: working with errors and evidence.

• Possibility of detecting strengths and weaknesses during the 
school year and designing timely strategies.



Some Final Reflections

• Assessment systems can generate a beneficial combination of 
educational assessments (during the school year) and 
achievement assessments (at the end of the school year).

• Assessment as a “lever” and “instrument for dialogue” may be 
a vision complementary to the traditional view of serving for 
accountability.

• The field of assessment is changing quickly...



EDUCATIONAL 
CHANGE

TEACHING

TECHNOLOG
Y

Analysis of error and 

of the previous 

ideas.

Action research

Shared analysis 

in classrooms, 

centres, and 

regions

National scale

Results in real time 

Use with an educational 

sense



Many thanks.

aperi@anep.edu.uy

Any questions?


